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From the Dean’s Office: NIBS
International Case Competition
or the first time, a team of students from
the Perdue School entered the Network
of International Business Schools (NIBS)
International Case Competition this year. The
competition, the oldest undergraduate case
competition in the world, consists of two
rounds: a preliminary round held online in
November and a weeklong finals round with
the top 10 teams competing head-to-head.
Teams from the U.S., Canada, Finland,
Netherlands, Belgium and Ireland competed in
the final round held in St. John’s,
Newfoundland, in late February.
The finals teams competed in four round
robin matches on
Monday through
Wednesday, with the
top four teams
advancing the semifinals on Friday.
Although the Perdue
team did not advance
to the semifinal round,
the competing coaches
were impressed with
the quality effort of
the SU team. As luck
would have it, our team competed against the
eventual winner and two other semi-finalist
teams in the first four rounds. However, it’s
my belief that the competition and
experience itself are the reasons for entering.
I’ve asked the four team members to relate
their experiences.

F

Amy Gilbert, Senior Accounting Major,
Walkersville, Maryland
Competition! Team spirit! Networking!
Friendships! This is what the NIBS Case
Competition was all about. After hours of analyzing, competing and presenting, there was
still plenty of time to socialize with the other
teams. By watching others present, we were
able to learn different presentation styles and
approaches to business strategies. In the free
time, relationships were built and we were able
to get to know the other teams on a non-academic level. Although the competition ended
on Friday, none of the students or coaches
wanted to leave. We experienced an educational environment during the contest, a business

environment as we toured a brewery and social
environment as we experienced the culture of
St. John’s, Newfoundland. This was an experience of a lifetime that built friendships that will
last a lifetime.
Benjamin Hoganson, Senior
Management and Marketing Major,
Harford County Maryland
The NIBS Case Competition was an experience of a lifetime. I exponentially improved my
presentation and analytical skills while having a
great time with people from all over the world.
More importantly, I got to experience St.
John’s and the culture
there. NIBS lived up
to its name as the
Network of
International Business
Schools; I made lasting
friendships with other
business students and
professors from around
the world. I had never
before thought of
using social networks
outside the United
States, but it is now a very real option for me
to pursue. I would strongly encourage all students in the Perdue School to become involved
in NIBS; it is some of the most fun you will
ever have.
Zack Holbrook, Senior Accounting
Major, Millersville, Maryland
The experience in St. John’s was amazing.
The first night we were there it felt as if we
belonged. The other coaches were very welcoming as were the other teams. They helped
ease the nerves that we were experiencing with
the first day of competition quickly approaching. The people we met were some of the
greatest people I have ever encountered. It was
nice to experience such diverse
cultural mixes at one competition. Although it snowed
just about every day we
were in St. John’s, it was
still one of the most beautiful places I had ever seen.
Continued on page 3
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Catching Up With Tim Shearer …
or the past two and half years, I have
been serving as a founding partner and
CEO of a professional services
outsourcing company, EP2, LLC. EP2 is
focused on providing Fortune 500 accounting,
sales and marketing technology to small and
medium businesses. Our unique model offers
virtual cloud computing infrastructure and
virtual bookkeeping, CPA business intelligence,
and sales management services normally found
in large corporations at a price any small
business can afford. We take the administrative
burden off of the entrepreneur and give them
better information and more time to focus on
growing their business.
Prior to starting EP2, my career had been a
succession of new adventures. My career
experiences span a number of companies in
the food service industry, consumer packaged
goods, politics and professional services. For
the first 10 years or so of my career, I had
progressively challenging positions in finance,
information technology and fundraising for
family-owned companies all the way up to
Fortune 100 companies. I lived and worked in
Virginia, Connecticut, Massachusetts and all
three counties of Delaware.

F

I changed gears and careers in the second
decade of my work life. I had always been
intrigued with the idea of providing consulting
services. I accepted a position with Price
Waterhouse in 1992 and moved to Atlanta. I
spent the next 13 years in the consulting
business. I was recruited by Coopers and
Lybrand to start a national consulting practice,
which we grew to a $20 million business in 18
months. KPMG offered me a position as a
direct-entry partner where I ran a succession
of consulting practices focusing on enabling
technologies, culminating as the vice president
of product solutions for the successor of
KPMG Consulting, BearingPoint. This was a
practice that generated over $300,000 in
annual fees and had a staff in excess of 300
employees across the United States.
After that time, I again figured it was time to
try something new. I joined B2B Workforce,
Inc. as the CEO. The owners of this fastgrowing, technology staffing company wanted
to get the company in shape to be sold. We
spent two and a half years doubling net
income, creating a more professional
environment, all while growing revenues at
double-digit rates. In 2007, we were able to

Spring ’11 Junior Orientation

Contributed by Student Business Leader, Janessa Wolf

unior Orientation is an event that the
Perdue School of Business offers to its
students every semester. It is simply a
way for students to learn more about what
the business school has to offer. For students
who are enrolled in BUAD 300, after being
admitted into the upper-division program,
Junior Orientation is a mandatory event.
Junior Orientation allows students to
meet the faculty of their individual majors
and members of business school clubs and
organizations. The representatives who were
present included those from academic clubs,
the study abroad program, Career Services,
the ABLE program and the M.B.A. pro-

J

gram, to name a few. Those who attended
Junior Orientation this spring were encouraged to attend in business casual attire.
They also were able to hear how Junior
Orientation has been beneficial to each of
the current Student Business Leaders.
As chair of the event, it is important for
me to receive feedback from those who
attended or helped coordinate so we can
make future Junior Orientations more
enjoyable. Feel free to e-mail me at
sbl@gulls.salisbury.edu with any comments,
questions or suggestions you may have
about this event.

complete the sale to Randstadt, Inc.
I currently split my time between my home
in Atlanta and my home in Seneca, SC. I have
two daughters, one a graduate of the
University of Alabama and the other currently
at Clemson University.

Staff and Faculty Service Awards
were presented to the following
members of the Perdue School:
5 years of service
Pat Derrick
Kirsten Passyn
10 years of service
Pat McDermott
15 years of service
Peggy Baker
20 years of service
Mike Garner
Robert Settle
25 years of service
Jerry Deridder
Kashi Khazeh
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Perdue Students Help to Develop Global
Financial Reporting Standards
rs. George Summers and Kathie
ing process increases power and flexibility of
Wright have had some odd conversaXBRL. They and six Perdue School students
tions lately:
are working with an international community
“Did you load the XBRL GL taxonomy into
of practitioners and scholars to develop new
Fujitsu’s XWand?”
applications. With assistance from XBRL GL
“Yeah, and I created an SRCD instance using
founder Eric Cohen, Tom Hood spends several
MapForce. That embedded approach is impressive!”
hours each week mapping XBRL GL to
Huh? Are they moonlighting as CIA comMaryland Association of CPAs accounting
mandos? Hardly. But with a cadre of students,
data. As there are few examples of XBRL GL
they are using an emerging technology—
applied to not-for-profit financial accounting,
XBRL GL—with important implications for
Hood’s work will guide best practices for other
global business.
XBRL (eXtensible Business
Reporting Language) is an open
standard for interactive business
information. A common analogy
is that of a barcode. Just as barcodes hold all kinds of data
about a product, XBRL stores
“metadata” about accounting
facts. For example, XBRL can
store a cash account balance of
$1,000 along with information
about the business division, posting date and whether the account
has been audited. Once stored,
XBRL metadata can be immediately accessed with common software tools. Sound futuristic? The
truth is that XBRL is changing
global business reporting today. L to R George Summers, Yanina Gulidova, Kathie Wright, Gianluca
In the U.S., all publicly traded
Garbellotto, James Gibson, Meghan Brebner and Shahma Malik.
companies must use XBRL by
2013. Benefits of increased transparency are
organizations leveraging XBRL GL for interalready apparent (http://data.xbrl.us). New
active reporting.
applications are emerging—notably in healthUnder the direction of Gianluca
care and risk management.
Garbellotto, Meghan Brebner, Tim Difatta,
Summers and Wright have opted to study
James Gibson, Yanina Gulidova and Shahma
the “deeply embedded” approach of XBRL
Malik are building detailed XBRL GL maps
Global Ledger (GL) that creates metadata
for the Convergence Assistant, a software tool
directly from accounting transactions.
designed to seamlessly and instantaneously
Capturing metadata at this level in the reporttransform financial reports across multiple

D

Lewis Visits Marketing Class
n February 17, Carie Lewis (Class of
2003), director of emerging media
online communications for The
Humane Society of the United States visited
campus and shared her expertise with students
of the Perdue School. A self-proclaimed
computer geek and Facebook addict, Lewis
found her dream job combining her love for
animals and social media. She visited
Professor Paula Morris’ Marketing 331,
Advertising and Promotions Management,
class and explained how she does non-profit
fundraising using Facebook, Twitter and
mobile technology. Lewis met with Career

O

Services staff and our ABLE director about
“virtual” internship opportunities. She toured
the new Perdue School building, met with
Dr. Howard Dover, made additional classroom
presentations and spoke at the American
Marketing Association meeting. The day
wrapped up with a filmed interview for Ethics
Week and a tour of the new Teacher
Education and Technology Center where she
reacquainted with friends she knew as a
student—She spent all four years at SU
working the IT Help Desk. Lewis said she
can’t wait to come back for another visit!

global standards. Because the project spans
international accounting rules, the students
must research theoretical concepts to correctly
link accounts. Their work will be vetted by the
XBRL GL community via a Web-based
“wiki,” allowing students to communicate with
international experts and incorporate recommendations into the final product.
They may not be as glamorous as special
ops, but these projects do have significant
implications for globalization. Perhaps, in the
not-so-distant future,
Perdue students will assist
not-for-profits implementing the XBRL GL taxonomy developed by Hood.
The Convergence Assistant
will become a common
business application used
internationally to efficiently transform accounting
data from one reporting
format to another.
Imagine what conversations these students will be
having then?

Tom Hood

Continued from cover

From the Dean’s Office: NIBS
International Case Competition
John Stockel, Senior Management
Major, Woodstock, Maryland
The NIBS Case Competition in
Newfoundland was a priceless experience
that built my professional and personal development. Our team was able to take a complex business situation, compile a strategic
solution within a few hours and present it to
a panel of judges. I improved my ability to
think on my feet, learned how to effectively
work with others and honed my presentation
skills. Aside from the case analysis, I was able
to network with individuals I will be friends
with for a lifetime. I bonded with all the
teams from across the world and share unforgettable memories being a part of this exciting case competition.
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In the Spotlight …
n Gene Hahn’s article “International
Offshoring of Services: A Parity Study” is
the second most cited article in Journal of
International Management among articles
published in the last five years. The article
was coauthored by Kraiwinee
Bunyaratavej and Jonathan Doh and has
been cited 25 times since its 2007
publication according to SCOPUS.
n Kashi Khazeh presented the co-authored
paper (with Fati Salimian and Bob
Winder) “Measuring Transaction
Exposure Using Value At Risk:
Lexicographic Permutation of a FiveCurrency Portfolio” at the February 2011
International Finance Track of 18 Annual
Conference of the American Society of
Business and Behavioral Sciences (ASBBS)
in Las Vegas. The paper was published in
the conference proceedings.

n Jonathan Munemo’s paper “Regulation of
Entry and the Variety of Manufactured
Exports from Developing Countries” has
been accepted for publication by the
Journal of Developing Areas.

n Frank Shipper presented “KCI
Technologies, Inc.: Engineering the
Future, One Employee at a Time: A Case
Study” at the Mid-Year Fellows Workshop
at Rutgers University on February 24-25.

n Fati Salimian and Jerry DeRidder’s paper
“Insufficiency of Traditional Methods in
Testing Randomness” has been accepted
for publication in Academy of Taiwan
Business Management Review, volume 7,
number 1, April 2011.

n Frank Shipper’s article “Everyone a Team
Leader: Shared Influence at W.L. Gore &
Associates” continues to be one of the
Top 25 Most Downloaded Articles as
reported by ScienceDirect for October to
December 2010.

Live
Perdue School Webcam
Keep up to date on the progress of the
new Perdue School Building by visiting
the Live Perdue School Webcam.

n E. Patrick McDermott and his family
hosted the conductor of the Chinese
Orchestra of Anhui, Zhu Xiaogu, and
musicians Ye Fanglin and Zhao Jun for
dinnner at his Annapolis, MD, home after
the orchestra’s performance at St. John’s
College. Anhui is Maryland’s sister state.

www.salisbury.edu/webcam/webcam2.html
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